Labels

Soft-Clip

The labelling of products in the food sector is becoming more and more important. We offer
labels in various versions.
On request also with multi‐coloured prints.

For closing bags and nettings theese folding clasp are excellent because of their recloseability. We
supply a complete range including semi‐ and full automated machines.


Safe is safe ‐ Guaranteed!











Available for various clipping systems
One side printed
Cook and tear‐resistant
Also usable as an alternative for string
Available ex stock immediately
We advise you on‐site




Qualität durch Erfahrung - Quality by Experience

Recloseability, also with date printing
Rolled goods or single clips
Different colours available
Plastic or Aluminium
Semi‐ or full automated machines

Consumables

Clips

Loops

Parts for clipmachines

So it keeps going ‐ Guaranteed!






Stuffing tubes and skin brakes
Spare parts, knifes etc.
Machine‐care products, etc
Machine startups
Service, sales and consulting

String
Labels

Netting
Innovative products enables you a unique position in the market to distinguish your product from
those of competitors.
Our nets in different configurations enables to offer distinctive products. Whether you want your
company colours or as decoration for your party service. Original, and unique packaging.
To be individually can be quite easy!






Soft-Clip
Netting
Parts

Nets in various designs, sizes and colours
On sleeves or rolls
Flexible and final shape design
Available for clip machines
Verb-A4-0416-D

We supply the complete range of stuffing tubes in several diameters and lengths. On request
crown tubes in different versions and suitable skin brakes. Of course also spare parts for clip
machines and if necessary technicians and service staff.

Niederauer Straße 26-28 • D-01662 Meißen
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Clips

Loops

String

The quality of consumables for clip machines is important as the quality of the machine itself.
Therefore we attach special attention to the high quality clips. Brushed and waxed ends as well as the
consistent hardness of the material are the most important requirements for a high level of production
capability and product safety. We supply all U‐Clips up to three different levels of strength. Thus, we are
able to customize our clips optimal in adaptation to your requirements.

90% of our loops are produced in Germany. The „Made in Germany“ guarantees our customer a first‐
class quality, short delivery time and a rapidly and flexibly react to special customer requirements. Our
Perfex loops are available in various colours and colour combinations and strengths.
Perfex loops are suitable for many different machine types.

Naturally, our range of products also includes all consumables. An important part of it are the
strings for the production of ring shaped sausages. Equally whether artificial or natural
casings. We offer a broad selection of different yarns and cords. If requested also in various
colour combinations. All types are available with or without coil core. Available in practical
1 kg bobbins or up to 3 kg per bobbin!

We are consistently focussed on the needs of the customer ‐ Guaranteed!
It works ‐ Guaranteed!








Consistent quality
Burr‐free surfaces, high quality clips
Waxed clip ends
Waterproof tape
3 different levels of strength
Perfect down to the last detail
Service und consulting

We make the thing round ‐ Guaranteed!









90% Made in Germany
For many different clip systems
Single‐ and magazined loops
Special measurements on request
Up to 6 or 12kg reliable
Available from stock
Warehouse selection
Service und consulting







Jute nature, red, green, blue
Cotton nature white, nature, red, green, blue, black
Plastic material white
Different material thicknesses
Available from stock

